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The Buying Power of Foreign Paper Money

By Peter Robin

It is not without considerable fear and trepidation
that I offer the following comments and charts to the
especially knowledgeable membership of the Society. Not
only does my own numismatic learning leave much to be
desired, but also the current literature on foreign paper
money (hereafter to be referred to as FPM) is so diffuse,
if it exists at all, that even a veteran of some eight years
of collecting neither knows of nor possesses some works
that other more fortunate or older collectors take for
granted.*

The basis for this article is a somewhat disconnected
pair of events: the purchase of two early 19th century
Danish bank notes and a later purchase of a book en-
titled On Bank Notes containing an address presented
to the British Bankers' Institute on January 30, 1880, by
a banker named John Biddulph Martin. The notes in
question are a 1 Rigsbankdaler dated 1819 and a RD5
note dated 1835. I have often wondered what these and
similar notes were worth (that is, what their buying
power was) at the time of issue. Unfortunately, I still
am.

Money, as do stocks, varies from its par value insofar
as buying power is concerned. Also, it is subject to
both inflation and deflation, though generally not at the

same time. Our own dollar and the pound sterling are
prime examples of this fluctuation in value, yet both
are considered stable currencies. Ergo, my Danish notes,
issued as they were 61 and 45 years before Mr. Martin's
analysis, do not necessarily bear any similarity of value
to the Danish issues of the '70s.

Although I must remain ignorant in this particular
instance, it is not without interest to note the conversion
rates which obtained at that (1880) time. In Table I can
be found a general outline of Western currencies in cir-
culation during the '70s. It can be seen at a glance that
with the exception of Portugal (and Great Britain, of
course), the monetary units of these countries had a raw
value, in terms of US currency, of between 19 and 79
cents (a 31-cent average, if anyone is interested). Table
II shows the situation as it was after World War I, and
Table III as it is today. It seems sad but true that as
per capita circulation increases, the advance is cancelled
by an inevitable inflationary trend.

* This fault is being lessened every week with the publica-
tion of new works such as Gould and Higgie's Money of Puer-
to Rico and Kadman's Israel's Money to name but two.

TABLE I

Country Denomination Raw Value Current Value **

Austro-Hungary 	
Belgium 	
Denmark 	
France 	
Germany 	
Great Britain 	
Great Britain 	
Italy 	
Netherlands 	
Norway 	

florin
franc
krone
franc
mark
shilling
pound
lira
florin
krone

US $0.50
.19
.28
.19
.25
.25

5.00
.19
.41
.28

US $1.00
.40
.55
.40
.50
.50

10.00
.40
.80
.55

Portugal 	 mil-reis 1.11 2.20
Russia 	 ruble .79 1.60
Spain *** 	 real .05 .10
Spain *** 	 peseta .20 .40
Spain *** 	 dollar .99 2.00
Sweden 	 krone .28 .55
Switzerland 	 franc .19 .40

** Pegging today's dollar at one-half its previous value.
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TABLE II 1921 VALUES

Country 	 Denomination
Austria 	  krone
Belgium 	  franc
Denmark 	  krone
France 	  franc
Germany 	  mark
Great Britain 	  shilling
Great Britain 	  pound
I lungary 	  korona
Italy 	  lira
Netherlands 	  florin
Norway 	  krone
Portugal 	  escudo
Russia 	  ruble
Spain 	  peseta
Sweden 	  krone
Switzerland 	  franc

Raw Value 	 Current Value **
US $0.20

.19
.27
.19
.24
.24
4.86
.20
.19
.40
.27

1.08
. 51 ****
.19
.27
.19

US .40
.40
.55
.40
.50
.50

9.75
.40
.40
.80
.55

2.15
1.00
.40
.55
.40

TABLE III Current Valuations

Country 	 Denomination
Austria 	  schilling
Belgium 	  franc
Denmark 	  krone
France 	  franc
Germany 	  mark
Great Britain 	  shilling
Great Britain 	  pound
Ilungary 	  forint
Italy 	  lira
Netherlands 	  guilder
Norway 	  krone
Portugal 	  escudo
Russia 	  ruble
Spain 	  peseta
Sweden 	  krone
Switzerland 	  franc

Exchange Value
US .039

.020

.146

.200

.250

.141
2.821

.001

.278

.141

.035
1.110
.016
.196
.232

*** The peseta became the sole unit upon the granting of
the right of emission to the Bank of Spain c. 1874.

**** At this time, this was merely a nominal par value. In
fact, the Romanoff notes were selling at .0015 of this value,
Kerensky notes went for about .0005, and the Bolshevik notes
were worthless.

These charts are roughly 45 years apart, and of course
many changes took place between these periods. The
Great Inflation is the most immediately apparent and
striking example, but there are many others. World
War II caused very severe upheavals in European finan-
ces: Comparison of the charts shows the truly remarkable
recovery that has occurred. There were changes in
monetary unit and par value even in periods of relative
calm. France has gone from the old to the new franc;
Finland has accomplished the same thing with the
maarkka; Russia has twice experimented with the tcher-
vonetz ; and out of the debris of war has come the second
strongest currency, the German mark.

I seem to'have come a long way from the simple curi-
osity that prompted this paper. Being no wiser than
when I started concerning my two old Danish notes. I

have, as does many a fortunate numismatic investigator,
found more than I bargained for and, hopefully, profitted
by the experience. Any further information with which
the reader could supply me would be most welcome.
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